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As far as is known Serrated. Tussock in Tasmania is
confined to the .South- Arm Peninsula., a peninsula of -25 . -

square miles, 8 miles South -east of Hobart and -a .sma1l
adjacent island. The average annual .

rainfall of this ...area .

is 21 inches, and the. topography ranges from coastal sands
to stony ridges up to 500 .feet. Mixed farming; is carried..
out: on the sandy to heavy .clay. soils.

From local knowledge it is estimated that the weed
has been present in the area for about 25 years and there is
evidence-to support the belief that it was .introduced in pea
seed imported from New Zealand. The area involved in the .
infestation is now 1,700 acres. In 1956, when Serrated
Tussock was proclaimed under the Tasmanian ; Noxious Weeds Act,
300 acres on one property. at Mount. Mather was densely
infested but this -area.has since been reduced .:by.cultivation
to 50 acres on relatively steep ground with rocky outcrops
and having .an-easterly aspect.. The area is subject to
tunnel and gully . erosion.

Healy (3) has described the features of Serrated
Tussock which aid its dispersal by wind, stock, agricultural
machinery, humans etc. In Tasmania easterly winds and sea .

breezes during the .period -
of.seeding (December - January) have

caused the dispersal of-seed around thee original areas;
mainly in a northerly direction. Outbreaks removed from the
original areas . have .been due to movements ;of : sheep, humans
and motor vehicles.

On -the proclamation of,.Serrated Tussock as'a noxious
weed the local Municipal.:.Council (later replaced by_a
Municipal Commission) became responsible for: en:forc.ement of
control measures by landholders; measures prescribed were
grubbing and cultivation. In December :i.959representatiVes
from farmer organisations and the Municipal Commission
waited on the Minister for Agriculture requesting financial
assistance to eradicate Serrated Tussock from the Mt.Mather,
area. This is an-area, portion of which, because of its
steep and rocky.- nature, does not lend itself to cultivation
or other means of control based: on normal farm management.
Consequently it stands as.. a, menace :to the district and the,

State as a whole and its eradication looked upon as an
urgent and necessary matter..
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Subsequently the Government made available £1,000
to .carry out a programme of eradication on the Mt.Mather
area. The money is -to cover clearing of light scrub (already
completed4 cultivation sufficient to kill established
Tussóck and treatment with T.C.A.(1)'on- stony Outcrops which
cannot be cultivated. Preparation of a suitable seed bed,
sowing to clover and grasses_.with the required fertilisers
.and. leaving the area =Stocked for 12 months will be
undertaken by the landholder. Re- invasion has been
:considerable where sown pasture has not had the required
fertilizer and has been overgrazed.' .This supports,. work by
Campbell (2). Where possible it has proved desirable to
,crop the land the'first year and sow down to pasture in the
Year following. This rotation, involving -as it does a
second phaseof cultivation, affords the means of killing
tussock plants' established as seedlings in the crop.

The peninsula where Serrated Tussock occurs has
been quarantined and a movement order' is required before
specified animals, plants and agricultural machinery are
allowed to be -moved from the area. Before issuing a

_movement order-a departmental inspector may require
prescribed cleaning measures to be carried out or stock to
be sold to an abattoir for slaughter. It is a condition
of movement that all stock must'be transported by vehicle
and the vehicle-decontaminated at a'special depot.

Apart from'the Government assisted measures which
are being taken on the principal area at. Mt. Mather,
successful eradication'of Serrated Tussock on other infested
properties within the proclaimed area. will depend largely on
the efforts and co- operation of the landowners concerned and
on the effective supervision by the- Municipal Commission.
Twelve other holdings are known to .be involved but the
infestations are generally sparse ánd-all but One is,
capable of being eradicated by means of -hand grubbing.

The attention of all landowners in the area:has
been drawn in a circular letter to the menace of. Serrated.
Tussock and they have been asked to co- operate in'a general
campaign aimed at eradication. As- a further means ''of
arousing interest and local support, departmental officers
'recently_addressed a meeting'organised by .the local Farmers'
Organisation and dealt with the general problem of Serrated
Tussock, the means by which it is spread,. the
possibilities which could result from its unchecked spread,
and methods of control applicable'to infestations. under -

varying circumstances. A field day was also held. prior
to this on the principal area .at.Mt.. Mather.
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With infestation confined to this one zone and the
quarantine measures which have been taken in an endeavour to
contain it during the process of eradication, there is every
reason to hope that there will be no spread of the weed to
other parts of the State and that in time the-South Arm
Peninsula will become a clean area so far as Serrated Tussock
is concerned.
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